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In 1972 one of us (RJF) (1) described in this Journal earlv Besides their considerable intrinsic allure for chemists, 
research into the behavidr' and significance of oscillating much of the current interest in oscillating reactions is associ- 
chemical reactions. Interest and activitv in this area have ated with the simultaneous explosion of interest in systems 
grown enormously since then in hoth depth and breadth (2- governed by nonlinear dynamcc laws (6, 71. The importance 
Fj): the number ofoscillatins reactions knownand the sophis- ofthestudy ofnonlinear dynamics is the realization (2 that 
tidation of understanding i f  them has increased dramaiical- a great deal of the complixity observed in nature does not 
Iv. I t  is now appropriate toreport againon the prosress made necessarily result from great complexity in fundamental 
as well as on.;he ieasons fo; these last 15 y e & ~ o f  intense, structure.It instead may result from rather simplestructure 
interdisciplinary activity. if thegoverningdynamiclawsare nonlinear. This insight has 

~ s c i l l a ~ i n ~  chemical reactions are always complex and 
involve a large number of chemical species, which can he 
categorized (as in stoichiometry 1) as reactants, products, or 
intermediates. During the usual chemical reaction, the con- 
centrations of reactants constantly decrease, the concentra- 
tions of products constantly increase, and the concentra- 
tions of intermediates approach low, relatively constant 
pseudo-steady-state values where their rate of production is 
essentially equal to their rate of destruction. During an oscil- 

lead to study of such exotic subjects as fractal geometries (8, 
9) and deterministic chaos (7) and to recognition of the 
hroad application of these ideas in chemical, physical, and 
biological systems. 

The importance of oscillating chemical reactions in this 
regard is that they exhibit (6)  a wide variety of the phenome- 
na now associated with nonlinear dynamic laws (6, 7). Fur- 
thermore, if the mechanism of an oscillating reaction can he 
determined, then it is possible to write its dynamic law, 

lating ch&niral reaction the concentrations of reactants still reduce this law LO its fundamental dynamic features, and to 
must decrease, the concentrations of products still must maketheconnertion(fi,7) h~rweenr~mpledynamiclawsand 
increase, hut the concentrations of inte'mediate or catalyst 
species execute oscillations (sometimes over several orders 
of magnitude, e.g., from -lo-" M to M for [Br-] in 
the Belousov-Zhahotinskii reaction) as the conversion of 
reactants to products rushes toward equilibrium. This 
scheme is shown in stoichiometry 1. 

A + B +  ... * X,Y, ... P+Q+ ... 
intermediates may 

reactants disappear 
state or oscillate 

overall driving 
chemical reaction 

Oscillations in the concentrations of intermediate and cat- 
alvst species are driven by a monotonic decrease in free . . 
energy as the overall reacGon occurs. A numher of related 
phenomena may appear beyond simple oscillation including 
(6): multistahility, hysteresis, excitability, traveling waves, 
and aperiodic oscillations that may he examples of deter- 
ministic chaos (7). 

comolex dvnamic hehavior. In this oaDer we use the oscilla- 
tory'~elo~sov-~hahotinskii (BZ) reaction (10) to  illustrate 
the chemical nature of an oscillating reaction, the connec- 
tion between a chemical mechanism and its associated dy- 
namic law. and some basic ideas from the mathematics of 
nonlinear dynamics and bifurcation theory. 

The Belousov-Zhabotlnskli (62)  Reaction 
(1) Theclass of chemical oscillators that are hestunder- 

stood (10) are those driven hv the oxidation of an 
organic material by hromate ion (BrO;) in a strongly 
acid. aaueous medium. This overall reaction is usuallv 
catalyzkd by a metal ion with two oxidation states 
separated by a single electron, e.g., Ce(IV)/Ce(III) or 

Fe(phen)i+/Fe(phen)z+. Such chemical oscillators are 
known as the Belousov-Zhahotinskii (BZ) reaction after the 
Russian scientists (11) who discovered and characterized the 
first examples (10). The most easily observed (I ,  12) oscilla- 
tions in the BZ reaction are color changes or changes in redox 
potential, hoth of which are due to oscillations in the ratio of 
the concentrations of the oxidized to the reduced form of the 
metal-ion catalyst. 
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Figure 1. Typical Belousov-Zhabtinskii oscillations. The potential measured 
at a platinum electrode is shown and is proponional to log ([Ce(lV)]/[Ce(lll)]) 
throughthe Nernst equation. The ordinate Isthus calibrated as o: log ([Ce(lV)]/ 
[Ce(lll)]). Note Me induction period before Me onset of oscillation. Initial 
concentrations are: [CH2(COOH)2] = 0.032 M: [KBrOa] = 0.063 M; [KBr] = 
1.5 X M; [WNH,),(NOs)s] = 0.001 M, and [H.SO,] = 0.8 M. 

Figure 1 shows an oscillatory redox potential measured by 
a P t  electrode in the system BrO,-CH2(COOH)2-Ce(IV)/ 
Ce(II1)-HqSOi. This is the classic BZ reaction 110.13). The . .  - .  , .  , 
redox potential oscillations shown in Figure 1 are accompa- 
nied by changes in color as the cerium-ion catalyst is alter- 
nately oxidized from Ce(II1) to Ce(IV) by BrO, and reduced 
from Ce(IV) to Ce(II1) by CHI(COOH)~. The color changes 
can he accentuated by the addition of a redox indicator, such 
as Fe(phen)?, that can serve alone as the catalvst. Instruc- 
tions for car;ying out the experiment are given references 
1,12,14, and 15. Reference 14 involves fascinating traveling 
waves of chemical activity that have clear biological implica- 
tions (4,16,17) hut are beyond the scope of this article. 

Simultaneous oscillations in [Br-] may he measured by a 
Br--selective electrode, as shown in Figure 2. 

The concentrations of BrO, and CH~(COOH)Z in the 
above example are several orders of magnitude larger than 
the concentration of the cerium-ion catalvst or the concen- 
trations of oscillatory intermediates such as BrO;, HRr02, 
HOBr. Br?, and Br-. Thus the overall chemical reaction mav 
he written in terms of only stoichiometrically significant 
species. 

I t  is this overall reaction that drives the oscillations in cata- 
lyst and intermediate concentrations. Concerns that chemi- 
cal oscillation violates the second law of thermodynamics 
(18) are not valid. The overall reaction of stoichiometry 2 
proceeds monotonically to the right until thermodynamic 
eouilihrium is reached. The oscillations do not occur in reac- 
t i t  and product concentrations around the point of ther- 
modynamic equilihrium, which is forbidden by the second 
law of thermodynamics. They instead are driven oscillations 
in the concentrations of stoichiometricallv insienificant soe- 

? - 
cies around nonequilibrium pseudo-steady states. Oscilla- 
tion ceases long before equilihrium is reached. 

Requirements for Chemical Osclilation 
Requirements for occurrence of chemical oscillation fall 

into two classes: thermodynamic and kinetic. The thermo- 
dvnamic reouirement is onlv that the svstem he "far from 
equilibrium", i.e., that AC for the overall reaction he large 
and negative. The minimum kinetic reauirement is that the 
mass-action (19) dynamic law of the reaction he nonlinear. 
Thismeans that i t  contains terms that are the oroduct of two 
or more intermediate concentrations or the concentration of 
one intermediate raised to a Dower greater than one. Howev- 
er, the mere existence of nodinearities in the dynamic law 
does not alone guarantee oscillation. Usually nonlinearities 
related to autocatalysis, self-inhihition, or a delayed feed- 
back loop are required. Equations 22-24, which are dis- 
cussed below, are an example of a set of nonlinear differen- 
tial equations (a dynamic law) containing an autocatalytic 
term and a delayed feedback loop. 

Figure 2. Typical Belousov-Zhabtinskii oscillations. The potential measured 
at a BrF-selective elechcde is shown. The ordinate is calibrated as o: log 
[Brr]. Note the shonening of the oscillatory perld as Me reaction progresses 
and BrO, and CHdCOOH). are consumed. lnnlai concenhations are the same 
as In Flgure 1. 

The ideas of far-from-equilibrium and nonlinear dynamic 
laws have a simple ~hvsical analom. Consider a hottle of . . .  
heer sitting open on a table. It is at mechanical equilibrium. 
Tilting the hottle slightly creates a noneauilibrium circum- 
stance, and approach td a new equilihri"m begins as beer 
runs out of the hottle. The heer will flow out smoothly if the 
tilt is small enough. Such a state may he thought of as a 
"near-to-equilibrium" state. The driving force for the heer 
to run out of the hottle is small. I t  can he shown (20,21) in 
hoth physical and chemical systems that all motion must be 
nonoscillatory sufficiently close to equilibrium. Tilting the 
hottle farther from the vertical, however, increases the dis- 
tance from equilibrium. Eventually a distance from equilib- 
rium may he reached beyond which the heer does not flow 
out smoothly. Instead it gurgles out; oscillation sets in. 

The exact tilt at  which oscillation hecomes possible de- 
pends on the shape of the hottle, which determines the 
dynamic law governing approach to  the new equilihrium 
state. The situation is analogous in a chemical system. The 
appearance of oscillation depends on hoth the distance from 
equilihrium and the form of the governing nonlinear dynam- 
ic law. While most heer bottles have shapes that lead to 
oscillation, only a few chemical reactions have dynamic laws 
leading to oscillation. 

There is also a tendency for dynamic behavior to become 
more exotic as the driving force is increased. Turning the 
hottle upside down causes the driving force to he maximized 
and a mad rush to the new equilibrium position ensues. The 
flow of beer may become turbulent and eddies (spatial orga- 
nization) may form as in a rushing creek. 

Far-from-equilibrium behavior must he transitory unless 
the nonequilihrium state is maintained by the continuous 
addition of heer or by the continuous addition of reactants 
and removal of products in a chemical system. In the beer- 
bottle analogy the nonequilihrium state could be maintained 
by pumping heer into the hottle. The introduction of the 
equivalent technology (22), in which reactants are pumped 
intoareactor as reaction mixture overflows (making it possi- 
ble to maintain far-from-equilibrium states indefinitely), 
has been important to the study of oscillating chemical reac- 
tions. 

The Mathematics of Nonilnear Dlfferentlal Equatlons: 
Bifurcation Theory 

A greal deal of the interest in oscillating chemical reac- 
tions results from their ability to  serve as examples of the 
properties of systems maintahed far from rquilfbrium and 
governed by nonlinear dynamic laws (23.24). Examples are 
common throughout nature, especially in living s&ems, 
which are by definition not at  equilihrium, and which exhib- 
it complex dynamic properties (25,261. The most spectacu- 
lar of these properties (6) are related to self-organization, 
e.g., pattern formation, growth, cycling of various sorts, mul- 
tistability, and reproduction. 

Much interest also springs from the connection hetween 
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the mechanisms of oscillating reactions and the mathemat- 
ics of the nonlinear differential equations that govern their 
behavior (27, 28). The mechanism of a complex chemical 
reaction involvingreactant, product, intermediate, and cata- 
lyst species is the sequence of simple chemical reactions, 
whose collective effect is the overall chemical change. Once 
its mechanism is known, the differential equations govern- 
ing the dynamic behavior of a chemical reaction can be 
written and the connection between experiment and mathe- 
matics made. 

Of particular interest in this regard is the idea of a sudden 
change of behavior as some parameter of the system is 
changed. For example, a t  what point do the oscillations 
begin as the beer bottle is progressively tilted? In the lan- 
guage of nonlinear differential equations, a change such as 
from smooth to oscillatory behavior is called a bifurcation 
(29). The point (e.g., tilt angle) a t  which a bifurcation occurs 
depends on the values of so-called bifurcation parameters, 
which may be thermodynamic, such as the ratio of the con- 
centrations of products to reactants, or kinetic, such as rate 
constants, concentrations of stoichiometrically significant 
species, or the pumping rate in a flow-reactor experiment 
(22). The nature of the bifurcation (e.g., do the oscillations 
grow in slowly with increasing amplitude or appear suddenly 
at  large amplitude?) is also of interest. 

The Mechanlsm of the Belousov-Zhabotlnskil Reactlon 
The BZ reaction is a good example of both the chemistry 

of oscillating reactions and application of the bifurcation 
theory of nonlinear differential equations. 

The mechanism of the BZ reaction was suggested in 1972 
by Field, Koros, and Noyes (FKN) (13) and is now universal- 
ly accepted. This mechanism not only explained the BZ 
oscillations and put the study of oscillating reactions on firm 
chemical and theoretical ground but also clarified the chem- 
istry in aqueous media of the oxybromine species BrO;, 
BrO',, HBrOz, HOBr, BIZ, and Br-. 

The FKN mechanism is based on the existence of two sets 
of essentially noninteracting reactions, a nonradical set 
called Process A and a radical set called process B. These 
processes are coupled by a third set, called Process C, that 
allows control of the reactingsystem to  be alternately passed 
back and forth between Processes A and B. Bromide ion is 
the critical intermediate whose concentration determines 
whether Process A (high [Br-1) or Process B (low [Br-1) is in 
control. 

Consider the oscillations shown in Figure 2 when [Br-] is 
high and the cerium-ion catalyst is present mainly as Ce(II1). 
Process A is dominant under this circumstance. 

PIocess A 

Br- + BrO; + 2H' r HBr0, + HOBr (3) 

Br- + HBrO, + H' - 2HOBr (4) 

3(Br- + HOBr + Ht e Br, + H,O) (5) 

5Br- + BrO, + 6H+ - 3Br, + 3H,O (6) 

The net effect of Process A (stoichiometry 8; the sum of 
reactions 3-5 and 7) is removal of Br- and generation of 
BrCH(COOH)2. Note that all of the reactions in Process A 
involve only ninradical species and that the cerium-ion cat- 
alyst does not appear; i.e.. Ce(II1) is not oxidized to C e W  
durinr Process A. This is because the oxidation of Celllll to 
~ e ( 1 4  is asingle-electron process, but the species in ~ r o c e s s  
A are all two-electron, oxygen-atom-transfer oxidants. 

During Process A HBrOz is formed by reaction 3 and 
removed by reaction 4. A very low (-10-8 M) pseudo-steady- 
state concentration of HBrOz is reached. However, when 
[Br-] is driven to a sufficiently low value by Process A, a new 
fate of HBr02, reaction 9, becomes competitive with reaction 
4. Reaction 9 offers an entry into Process B. 

Process B 

HBrO, + BrO; + Ht e BrO; + H,O (9) 

2(Bra + Ce(III1 + Ht e C d V )  + HBrO.) (10) 

HBr0, + BrOi + 3Ht + 2Ce(III) e ZCe(1V) + 2HBr0, + H,O 

(11) 

HBrO, + HBrO, - HOBr + BrO; 

BrO; + 4Ce(III) + 5H' e 4Ce(IV) + HOBr + 2H20 

(13) 

[13 = 2 (11) + 121 

Thespecies BrO; isa singlc-electron oxidant. Stoichiometry 
11 is the sum of reactions 9 and 10 and is autocatalvtir in 
HBrOz; each molecule of HBr02 that reacts leads "to the 
formation of two. Thus when [Br-] falls to a sufficiently low 
value and Process B becomes dominant, [HBrO,] exponen- 
tially grows to a new pseudo steady state in which it is 
formed by stoichiometry 11 and removed by reaction 12. The 
[Br-] simultaneously falls to a very low value as a result of 
reaction 4. The ~seudo-steadv-state concentration of HBrOn 
approaches 10.; M during ~ '~ocess  B, and CetIII) is oxidized 
to Ce(lV) acrordine to stoichiometrv 13. 

~ u t o c & a l ~ s i s  s u b  as that when ~ i o c e s s  B takes over from 
Process A is a universal feature of currentlv understood 
oscillating reactions. Processes A and H taken together rep- 
resent a sort of histahilitv that occursoftrn in the osrillatina 
reactions now known ( 6 ) : ~ s  we shall see below, this bistabic 
ity becomes most apparent in flow-reactor experiments and 
is intimately related to oscillation (22). 

Process A leads inevitably to Process B by the consump- 
tion of Br-. For oscillation to occur a way must exist to turn 
off Process B, i.e., to return control to Process A andto reset 
the system by reducing Ce(1V) hack to Ce(II1). This is done 
by Process C, whose function is to, after a delay while Ce(1V) 
and HOBr accumulate. ~ o i s o n  Process B bv the ~roduction 
of Br- from of ~ rocess  B. ~ h i ~ c o & l ~ t &  a drlaved. 
negatire-feedhack loop. Process C also reduces Ce(lV1 back 
to Ce(ll1) to reinitialize Process H for the next oscillation. 

Process C is not nearly as well understood mechanisr~cally 
as are Processes A  and^. Instead of a detailed mechanism 
the overall stoichiometry 14 is used to represent Process C. 

4Ce(IV) + 3CHdCOOH)z + BrCH(COOH)2 + HOBr + 3 Hz0 - 4Ce(III) + 2Br- + 4 HOCH(COOH)Z + 6 H+ (14) 

Radicals produced by the interaction of Ce(1V) with 
CHz(C0OH)z and BrCH(COOH)2 (e.g., 'CH(COOH)2) ap- 
parently catalyze stoichiometries 15 and 16, producing yet 
more Br-, and contributing to the large amount of Con  
produced per Ce(1V) reduced). 

Thenet stoichiometry of the BZ reaction (eq 2) is given by 
the sum of Processes A, B, and C, i.e., 7(eq 2) = 5(eq 8) + (eq 
13) + (eq 14) + 4(eq 15) + (eq 16). 

The major feature of Process C is the production of Br- 
from HOBr and Ce(IV), the major products of Process B. 
The Br- seems to  come mainly from reduction of HOBr, hut 
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A Skeleton Model of the BZ Reaction 
The FKN mechanism involves so manv chemical snecies 

no POD 300 400 500 

SECONDS 

Figure 3. Simulation of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii osciilations In [Br-] ab- 
la in4  by numericel integration of the differential equations resulting from the 
Field-KZnds-Noyes (FKN) mechanism. Aner Edelson. 0.; Rsbltz, H. In Oscills 
tions and Traveling W a r n  in Chemical Systems; Field. R. J.: Burger. M.. Eds.; 
Wiley-inters~isn~e: New York. 1985: p 193. 

Figwe 4. OSCillatoly solution to the Oregonetor model of the Beiousov- 
Zhabotinskii reaction obtain4 by numerical integration of eqs 22-24. 

in many cases a critical amount of BrCH(C0OH)z must 
accumulate before oscillation begins. This is apparently the 
source of the induction period seen in Figures 1 and 2 before 
the onset of oscillation. The induction period can be nearly 
eliminated by the initial addition of BrCH(COOH)z, which 
is therefore included in stoichioimetry 14. There is a delay 
between the onset of Process B and the accumulation of 
sufficient concentrations of HOBr and Ce(IV) to cause Br- 
to be produced ravidlv enough to inhibit Process B. This 
delay allows process  to overshoot the pseudo-steady state 
between Ce(1V) production by Process B and removal by 
Process C that would otherwise occur. This steady state does 
appear during the induction period while BrCH(C0OH)z 
accumulates. 

The differential equations desrrib~ng the dynamic behav- 
ior of the FKN mechnn~sm can he written easik bv assumine . . - 
that the rate of each chemical reaction occurring in a single 
steo is s i m ~ l v  ~roportional to the product of the concentra- . .. . 
tions of its reactants raised to the power of their stoirhiomrt- 
rir coefficient (law of mass action (191). A diffrrential equa- 
tion can then be written for each chemical species that is 
simply a sum of terms corresponding to the effect of each 
chemical reaction on the concentration of that species. Nu- 
merical integration of these differential equations repro- 
duces (31) the oscillatory behavior of the BZ reaction, as is 
shown in Figure 3. 

and reactions that the resulting differekial equations are 
too complex for their mathematical structure to he readily 
discernible. Fortunately, the structure of the FKN mecha- 
nism is so robust that i t  can be reduced to a much simpler 
model, usually referred to as the Oregonator (32) (after Ore- 
gon, USA, where it was invented) that has been remarkably 
successful in interpreting the behavior of the BZ reaction 
and in understanding its dynamic structure. This reduction 
may be accomplished using the classic methods of chemical 
kinetics, for example, the pseudo-steady-state approxima- 
tion and the rate-determining-step approximationor by ap- 
plication (33) of singular perturbation methods. The result 
is given by eqs 17-21. 

The Oregonotor 
- X + P  

Process A 

Process C 2-P (21) 

Variable identifications are A - BrO;, P - HOBr, X - 
HBrOz, Y - Br-, and Z = 2Ce(IV). The value of the stoichio- 
metrically significant species A is usually assumed to he 
constant as each oscillatory cycle consumes only avery small 
fraction of the Br0;. The slow change in the concentration 
of A is considered in very detailed calculations. Hypobro- 
mous acid (HOBr) is considered to be a dead-end product in 
this irreversible model. The major dynamic variables are 
then HBrOz, Br-, and Ce(IV) (X, Y, and Z, respectively). 
The connection between the FKN mechanism and the Ore- 

~ ~ ~~ ~-~~ - - -  

gonator can be understood by identification (above) of steps 
in the Oregonator with Processes A, B, and C and by recog- 
nizing that reaction 17 -reaction 3, reaction 18 - reaction 4, 
reaction 19 stoichiometrv 11 (assumine ICe(1II)I is con- - .  . .' 
stant and taken into kls),-reaction 20 1 reaction 12, and 
reaction 21 s Process C (stoichiometry 14 ignoring HOBr 
and assuming that [BrCH(COOH)z] and [CHZ(COOH)~]) 
are constant and taken into kzl). 

The values of k17-km are assumed to be the same as those 
of the equivalent reactions in the FKN mechanism (30). 
Reaction 21 represents an overall stoichiometry and not a 
simple chemical reaction. Its rate constant, kzl, as well as the 
stoichiometric factor, f, are treated as expendable parame- 
ters. 

The differential equations describine the dvnamic behav- 
ior of the ~regonatoi  are given below.~~omp&ison of reac- 
tions 17-21 with eas 22-24 shows avulication of the law of 
mass action (18, 19j. 

The nonlinear terms are enclosed in boxes. The (+k&X) 
t e r n  in eq 22 results from the autocatalytic step. Solutions, 
often called trajectories, of eqs 22-24 are the values of X, Y, 
and Z as time evolves. They are obtained by numerical inte- 
gration (using a sophisticated application of the trapezoidal 
rule (34) and show oscillations comparable to the BZ reac- 
tion. as is shown in Fieure 4. Mathematical and numerical 
analyses (3537) showUthat the Oregonator reproduces a t  
least aualitativelv essentiallv all the various phenomena ob- 
served in the BZ ieaction. . ' 
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Flgure 5. Someposslble behavim inthe vicinltyof a steady state. Anowheads 
show lhe direction of motion. (a) The steady state is stable such that even a 
very large perturbation to it eventually returns to the steady state. (b) The 
steady state is Infinitesimally unstablesuch that inevitable thermel flvctuatlons 
cause the system to evolve to a new state. in this case the evolution t om the 
steadv state is monotonic and the new state is "exolosive." i.8.. the intermsdi- 
ale concennat on grows w mu t  bouno until ma reanants are consmad (c) 
Tne steaoy stale 1% agaln nlln tes mally unstab e however. on th s case 
evoiution from the steady state Is osclliatoryand the new state reached is also 
oscillatory. In general, though, oscillatory evolution away from a steady state 
doas not guarantee lhe existence of a stable oscillatory state and vice versa. 

The Oregonator and Blfurcatlon Theory 
The Oregonator illustrates some basic ideas from bifurca- 

tion theory (4, 6, 29, 31). The basic question is for what 
ranges of the expendable parameters f and ka (the bifurca- 
tion parameters) does the Oregonator show oscillation? A 
major tool of bifurcation theory is exploration of the stahil- 
ity of the steady state obtained by setting the left-hand-sides 
of eqs 22-24 equal to zero and solving for the corresponding 
values of X, Y, and 2. Such a steady state is stable and 
globally attracting in the majority of even quite complex 
chemical reactions. That is, regardless of the initial values of 
X, Y, and Z (as long as they are positive and finite) the 
steadv state defined bv the concentrations of stoichiometri- 
cally significant speciis such as BrO; and CHz(C0OH)z will 
be aooroached. When the svstem is a t  a aloballs attracting 
stea& state, even rather large perturbations (for example, 
injection of a large quantity of Br-) will decay back to the 
steady state, as is shown in Figure 5a. 

On the other hand, the steady state may be infinitesimally 
unstable. This means that initial conditions different from 
those of the steady state do not approach the steady state. 
Furthermore. if the svstem is at  the steadvstate the smallest 
perturbation, even infinitesimal thermal perturbations, will 
cause it to leave it. In onlv the sirnolest svstems is i t  oossible 
to predict where a system will go when it leaves an &stable 

Flgure 6. A schematic blfurcatlondlagram for the Oregonator model In fvs. k2, 
space. All Other parametersare held constant at physlcally reasonablevaluer. 
Within lhe trianaular reaion the steadv state Is inflnitesimaliv unstable. and the 
system wll always evolve to a g ooally amactwe ltmll cycle Outslde ot m e  
triang~ler reg on and its natchea border the aeady slate Is slabie an0 g ooally 
anractrve. Witnin me hatched region me sleady state is in1 ntesimally staole 
but Only locally attractive. The locally stable steady state is surrounded by a 
locally attractive limit cycle. 

steady state (38). I t  may explode, consuming all reactants 
autocatalytically (Fig. 5b), or it may approach an oscillatory 
state as in Figure 5c. The oscillatory trajectory in concentra- 
tion space (e.g., X-Y space) is called a limit cycle, which is 
considered to be globally attractive if all trajectories ap- 
oroach i t  reaardless of initial concentrations. 
- Motion in  the vicinity of the steady state may be either 
oscillators or monotonic, reaardless of whether the steadv 
state isstable or unstable. 1n.figure Sba trajectory leaves an 
unstahle steady state in a monotonic fashion, while in Figure 
5c evolution away from the steady state is oscillatory. Ap- 
proach toastablesteady state also may be either monotonic 
or oscillatory. However, approach to an equilibrium state, 
which must be stable, can only he monotonic (20). 

A mathematical machinery (38,39) called "linear stability 
analysis" exists for calculating the stabilitv properties of 
steadv states. Aoolication of this machinerv to the Oreeona- 
tor model yields the bifurcation diagram in the plane i f  the 
expendable parameters f and kzl shown in Figure 6. The 
solid lines mark the bifurcation border separating values off 
and k z ~  where the steadv state is stable from areas where i t  is 
unstable. The stability of the steady state changes as the real 
part of a complex number (called the eigenvalue) resulting 
from a linear stability analysis passes-through zero and 
changes sign. Because the magnitude of the real part of the 
eieenvalue also determines the velocitv of motion near the - 
steady state, a phenomenon of wnsiderable generality called 
"critical slowine down"occurs (401 near bifurcation horders 
where motion 6 t h  toward and away from the steady state is 
slower than for values o f f  and kzl further away from the 
borders. 

The behavior of the Oregonator near bifurcation borders 
is in fact quite complex. Inside the triangular region of 
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Figure 7.  Schematic diagram of the behavior of the twovariables (intermdate 
concentrations) X and Y as the hatched region in Figure 6 is crossed in the 
direnion crossin. from the existence of an infinitesimaliv unstable steadv - 
state (inside the trianald to the existence of a aloballv anractino steadv state - ~ ~. - - ~  ~ ~ - ~ . ~  ~~ ~ ~ - .  " .  
(o~tsldethe triangleanathe hatcheo area). The steady state s naicated by tne 
notat on '56.' (a) The hatched area has ."st been entered The steady state nas 
become locally stable and is separated hom the now only locally anracting 
limit cycle (solid clrcie) by an unstable limit cycle (dashed line). The arrows 
show the direction of time evollRion of X and Y. Trajectories starting inside the 
unstable llmit cycle evolveto the steady state. Trajectories starting outsidethe 
unstable limit cycle evolve tothe locally stable limit cycle. (b) Near the middle 
of the hatched areatheamplitudes of both thestableand unstable limit cycles 
have decreased. but the situation is still essentiallv the same as in la). icl 

~~ . . .  . .  
Outside the hatched region where both limit cycles have disappeared and the 
Steady state is stable and globally anractive. 

steady-state instability there is a globally attracting limit 
cycle that is approached by all trajectories. However, this 
limit cycle does not disappear immediately as the bifurca- 
tion border is crossed into the region of steady-state stabil- 
ity. Immediately on crossing th; border (into the hatched 
area in Fig. 6) the steady state becomes stahle, but only 
locally stable. The limit cycle continues to exist but is also 
only locally stable. Figure 7 shows the coexistence of a locally 
stable limit cycle and a locally stable steady state in X-Y 
concentration space. The regions of attraction of the limit 
cvcle and the steadv state are seoarated (41) bv an unstable 
l h t t  cycle indicated by the daslied line. The instable limit 
wcle is a solution to the differential eauations hut does not 
appear chemically or in numerical integrations because in- 
finitesimal perturbations, which are always present in a real 
system, cause the system to evolve to either the locally stable 
limit cycle or the locally stable steady state, as shown in 
Figures l a  and 7h. Whether the system evolves to the steady 
state or the limit cycle depends on the direction of the per- 
turbation, i.e., whether the perturbed trajectory finds itself 
in the attractive region of the limit cycle or the steady state. 

As the region of steady-state stability is penetrated fur- 
ther, the amplitudes of both the stable and the unstable 
limit cycles change until finally they coalesce and disappear, 
making the steady state globally attracting. This sequence is 
illustrated in Figures 7b and 7c. Such a bifurcation is called a 
subcritical Hopf (after E. Hopf, the German mathematician 
who systematized its study) bifurcation (29,35,38,39). This 
complexity of the Oregonator appears in the BZ reaction 
(42). I t  is the reason the oscillations appear a t  full amplitude 
a t  the end of the induction period (Figs. 1 and 2) rather than 

CSTR Reactors 
The assumption made in the Oregonator that [BrO;] is 

constant is not true if the BZ reaction is run in a closed 
reactor. Even though each cycle consumes only a small 
amount of BrO;, its concentration slowly declines. The 
steady state is thus a slowly (compared to the period of a 
single oscillation) changing pseudo-steady state, and the 
detailed behavior of the svstem chanses eraduallv. Eventu- .. - 
ally the oscillations must stopas the reactantsareconsumed 
and euuilibrium is aooroached. There can be no true steadv . . 
staw in a closed reactor other than equilibrium. 

This oroblem can be owrcome if the reaction is run in a 
well-&red flow reactor into which reactants are constantly 
added and out of which reaction mixture overflows. Such a 
reactor is called a continuous-flow, stirred tank reactor 
(CSTR) and is illustrated in Figure 8. True steady states 
may be achieved in a CSTR and their stability and bifurca- 
tion properties studied. Furthermore, the dynamics of the 
flow may couple with chemical kinetics to increase the com- 
plexity of behavior. This is especially true if a critical chemi- 

Figure 8. Schematic of a cominuoua-tlow stirred tank reactor. CSTR. 

cal intermediate, e.g., Br- in the BZ reaction, is present in 
the feed or if a oroduct of the reaction. ez.. BICH(COOH)I . - .  . - 
in the BZ react:on, is a bifurcation parameter. 

A phenomenon that is characteristic of oscillatine reac- 
tion; in CSTR mode hut not explicitly in batch mode is 
bistabilitv. A bistable svstem can exist in either of two 
steady states for identical experimental conditions, i.e., 
flowrates and feedstream concentrations. Which steady 
state the system approaches depends on the initial condi- 
tions. 

The amearance of bistabilitv in oscillatine reactions is not 
surprising considering the mechanism of ;he BZ reaction, 
which oscillates by switching back and forth between control 
by Process A and control by Process B. I t  is possible in a 
CSTR for control bv either Process A or Process B to be 
stabilized for the same set of experimental conditions. This 
is the source of the bistability. I t  is important to recognize 
two things about histability: 1. I t  is related to autocatalysis. 
Process B alone, i.e., the oxidation of Ce(II1) by BrO;, is 
autocatalytic (f i, 30). Achemical reaction that is a&ocat&- 
ic in batch can be expected to shuw bistability in CSTR 
mode (22). 2. Ristabilitv is intimately related to oscillation. 
Indeed asystematic method (5.6.2043) ofconstructingnew 
chemical oscillators is based on the relationshio between 
CSTR bistability and oscillations for autocatalyti'e chemical 
reactions. 

The dynamics of CSTR histahility and oscillation in the 
Oregonator can be easily understood. Equations 22-24 are 
modified todescrihe a CSTR hy adding UI each, respectively, 
the flow terms: -k ,X ,  kd(Yd - Y I ,  and -kdZ, where ko is the 
ratioof the flow rate R (ml.1~) to the volume of the CSTR. V 

growing in with increasing amplitude. 
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(mL), and Yo is the [Br-] in the feedstream. There is no  or 





multivalued, i.e., the curve never bends back on itself. In this 
case the system will have only one possible steady state and 
be monostable. 

Whether a system oscillates, is bistable, or is monostable 
depends on the parameters in the modified eq 25, i.e., the 
values of ko, Yo, and kzl a t  a particular value of A. There are 
bifurcation borders between the various behaviors as these 
parameters are varied. Figure 10 shows the experimental 
bifurcation diagram for the BZ reaction in [Br-]olko vs. 
[CHz(COOH)z] space. Bistability, oscillation, and monosta- 
bility with both high and low values of X (SSI and SSII) all 
appear. Figure I l shows the corresponding calculated dia- 
gram in So, kn vs. ksl space. Hemember that hzi  is proportion- 
al to [CH,(COOH)2]. Agreement between the shapp of the 
experimental and ralculated diagrams is quite good, espe- 
cially considering the simplicity of the Oregonator. 

The iorm and relationship of the areas of monostahility, 
his~ahilitv. and oscillation that amear  in Fieures 10 and 11 
are In both cases the biiurcation borders can be 
schematicallv represented bv the so-called "cross-shaped 
diagram" ill&tr&ed in ~ i g u i e  12. I t  can be shown (22,241 
that the bifurcation borders between these behaviors will be 
"cross-shaped" if the mechanism of the chemical oscillator is 
based on switching of the sort exemplified by the BZ reac- 
tion and the FKN mechanism. This fact has been exploited 
in the systematic design of new chemical oscillators (22,43, 
44). 

Aperlodlclty 
Even though the Oregonator has three variables (X, Y, 

and Z), Figure 9 shows a system that is essentially 2-dimen- 
sional in X and Z. Setting dYldt = 0 in eq 23 reflects the fact 
that Y is a fast variable whose value is always determined by 
the instantaneous values of X and Z through the function Y 
= (fkzlZ + koYo)l(kl,A + k18X + kn). Such a 2-dimensional 
system can show only periodic oscillations. However, there 
have been a number of reports of aperiodic (where the period 
andlor amolitude are not identical from cvcle to cvclei oscil- 
lations (45'-47) when the BZ reaction is r& in CSTR mode. 

There are two wavs in which aoeriodicitv can be under- 
stood within the context developed here. ~ i e  first and most 
interesting is that the svstem is subiect to  a mathematical 
phenomenon referred to as "deterministic chaos" (6, 7,48) 
in which aperiodic motion is a valid, deterministic solution 

BIFURCATION PARAMETER I 

Flgure 12. A schematic diagram of the "crass-shaped" bifurcation borders 
separating areas where monostabllity, blstabllity, or oscillations appear In a 
CSTR experiment as experimental variables (bifurcation parameters) such as 
flowrate, ko, or the concentrations of reactants in the feedstreams are varied. 
Such a relationship is expected whenever a chemical reaction oscillates by a 
switching mechanism. 

to the governing dynamic law. Such aperiodicity is a funda- 
mental feature of the system and will remain no matter how 
carefullv the exoerimental conditions are controlled. The 
second Hource o<aperiodicity is that the system is subject to 
some sort of random perturbation. The highly nonlinear, 
usually autocatalytic nature of the dynamic structure of 
oscillatina reactions mav amolifv such ~erturbations (49). 
The incomplete mixing tha t  is-a basic feature of CSTR 
reactors (50) is a prime source of such macroscopic fluctua- 
tions, and aperiodicity is seen in the BZreaction only when i t  
is run in CSTR mode. In principle, fluctuation-driven aperi- 
odicity could be eliminated if an ideal CSTR existed. 

I t  is difficult to separate deterministic chaos from experi- 
mental noise because their aperiodic waveforms look verv 

~ ~ " 
similar. However, it is in principle possible to do so as deter- 
ministic cbaos is not random while amplified experimental 
noise is. That is, deterministic chaos is aperiodic but only 
fills a limited area of phase space while random noise fills all 
of space; in a truly random aperiodic system a cycle of any 
period or amplitude may eventually appear at  any time. One 
also can calculate so-called invariant measures of the motion 
such as the Hausdorff dimension (51). which reflects the 
self-similarity (frartal nature (8,Y)) of sequential cycler, and 
the Liapunov exponent (52). which measures the divergence 
or convergence of two neighboring trajectories. In 6 ~ 1 ' ~  
experiment8 one must study carefully the hehavior of these 
invariant measures with mixine efficiencv to distineuish 
whether deterministic chaos is pyesent (49, i2).  We point out 
that deterministic chaos mav arise from hvdrodvnamic tur- 
bulence (53). 

Another feature of deterministic chaos that is absent in 
noise-generated aperiodicity is that chaos results from tran- 
sitions through a series of bifurcations. That is, as some 
experimental parameter, e.g., flow rate in a CSTR, is varied 
the system moves from periodic to aperiodic motion in well- 
defined ways. A common route is for every other cycle to 
become changed (the first bifurcation), then every fourth 
cycle (the second bifurcation), etc., until every cycle is differ- 
ent and aperiodicity is achieved. This is called the period- 
doubling route to chaos (54). 

The bistable 2-dimensional dynamic system shown in Fig- 
ure 9 cannot show aperiodic oscillations. However, one possi- 
ble source of deterministic chaos can be visualized by adding 
a third variable, call it W, to the bistable system. This yields 
a 3-dimensional surface in (W, X, Z) space as shown in 
Figure 13. Dynamic behavior on such a surface can be very 
complex, perhaps even chaotic. 

Dynamic routes other than the simple periodic orbit 
shown in Fieure 9 are now oossible. esoeciallv as the motion 
of W becomes more indepkdent o€ t i e  motion of X and Z. 
The possibility of chaos is highest if W executes oscillations 
independent of X and Z. This could be the case if W were 
being driven by another oscillator, i.e., if the simple X-Z 

Floure 13. A ihreedlmensional f a m  of the nullcline shown In Fioure 9 
produced by among s m rd variable. W, to me system. The tralsctory drawn 
shows how tnis saoed d men8 on can lead to apsriod c osci, at on. 
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Figure 14. A schematic dlagram of aperiodic oscillations resulting from a 
dynamic structure such as shown in Figure 13. The small oscillations on the 
peaks correspond to motion on the upper part of the surtace. 

oscillator were couuled to another oscillator (55). The major 
oscillation is still between the upper and lower branches of 
the X-Z curves. But the added freedom resulting from the 
third dimension allows the amount of time so& on the . ~~ ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - ~ - ~  ~ ~ ~ ~-~ 

upper and lower branches to be highly variable, perhaps 
chaotic. One would exoect to see bifurcation from oeriodic to 
aperiodic behavior asbarameters relating to the dehavior of 
W or the sbaoe of the 3-dimensional surface are varied. 
Figure 14 suggests what such aperiodic oscillations of X 
might look like if the behavior of W is sufficiently complex. 
In this model of chaos (called the reinjection model (56) as 
trajectories are reinjected onto the top or bottomsheet of the 
surface a t  a different point in each cycle) the aperiodicity is 
in the period of the oscillations rather than in their ampli- 
tude. The form of such chaotic oscillations deoends stronelv 
on the initial point of the oscillatory trajectory. A featureif 
deterministic chaos is that two traiectories that start arbi- 
trarily close together will diverge exponentially from each 
other. 

Other Osclllatlng Reactions-Systematic Design 
The BZ reaction, especially the classic metal-ion-cata- 

lyzed form, has been the workhorse for the discovery of new 
phenomena related to chemical oscillations. However, there 
also has been considerable work with other oscillating reac- 
tions. some of which have been known for manv vears, and in 
the systematic search for new oscillating re&$ons.  early 
all of these involve haloeen chemistrv and are driven bv the 
large oxidation potentyals of species such as BrO;,.I0;, 
CIO;, 02, or HzOz. The wide range of oxidation states (+5 to 
-1) available to the halogens, as well as their ability to 
participate in both radical and nonradical reactions, seem 
critical to the appearance of oscillations. 

The first homogeneous solution-phase oscillating reaction 
was accidentally discovered in 1921 by W. C. Bray and isnow 
referred to as the Bray-Liebhafsky (BL) reaction (57). I t  is 
the 10;-catalyzed decomposition of H202 to give Hz0 and 
0%. The 0, is generated in pulses, and [In] as well as [I-] 
oscillate. A basic feature of this oscillator is that Hz02 has 
the redox potential to both oxidize In to 10: (apparensby  a 
radical mechanism), rection 26, and to reduce 10; to Iz 
(apparently by a nonradical mechanism), reaction 2 f  

5H,O, + I, - 210, + 2H' + H,O (26) 

5H,O, + 210, + 2Ht - I, + 50, + 6H,O (27) 

The net stoichiometry of reactions 26 and 27 is reaction 28, 
which drives the oscillations. 

2 ~ ~ 0 ,  & 2H,O + 0, (28) 

The RI. oscillations occur as control of the overall reactiun 
 witches back and forth between reactions 26 and 27. The 

detailed mechanism is similar to, but more complicated 
than, the mechanism of the BZ reaction (58). 

A combination of the BZ and BL reactions, referred to as 
the Briggs-Rauscher (BR) (60) reaction, is quite easy to 
demonstrate and apparently occurs hy a mechanism very 
similar to  the BZ reaction (60). I t  is composed of HzOz, 107, 
CH2(COOH)z, HC104, and a Mn(III)/Mn(II) catalyst and is 
particularly colorful in the presence of starch indicator as it 
oscillates through the sequence of colors: yellow (Id, blue 
(I;-starch complex), and colorless. The oscillations last for 
5-10 min, as compared to several hours for the BZ reaction. 
Good concentrations for running the BR reaction are 
[KI0310 - 0.067 M, [HC10& = 0.053 M, [MnSO& - 0.0067 
M, [CHz(COOH)2]o - 0.05 M and 1% starch. Findingconcen- 
trations for which the oscillations last longer than 5-10 min 
would he an interesting exercise. The BR reaction has been 
thorouehlv studied in CSTR exoeriments. It shows across- 
shaped-reiarionship between osc~llatim and 1,istability and a 
bifurcation diarram verv similar to the HZ reactiun 122J. 

The BZ  and-^^ reac"tions were discovered by accident, 
and the BRreaction is derived from them. However, i t  is now 
possibleto design chemical oscillators systematically by tak- 
ing advantage of the cross-shaped diagram illustrated in 
Figures 10, 11, and 12. This method was discovered and 
implemented (5,6,43,61) with great success in aremarkable 
collaboration among scientists a t  the University of Bor- 
deaux (France), Brandeis University (USA), and the L. Eot- 
vos Universitv (Hunearv). 

The procedu;e is gased on the (30) appearance of autoca- 
talysis in a relatively simple chemical reaction. In a CSTR 
experiment, an autocatalytic reaction will often have a cubic 
steady-state equation and be bistable. The bistahility is easy 
to find experimentally by varying the pumping rate up and 
down. In order to make the system oscillatory, i t  is only 
necessary to find and add to the system some process, such 
as Process C in the BZ reaction, to carry the system around 
the bistahilitv (hvsteresis) looo as described here in regard ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~- . , .  . . - 
to Figure 9. Some trial and error may be necessary a t  this 
ooint. The CSTRflow alone mav do the iob, although in this 
case the oscillations will occur only in a CSTR. Thisis exem- 
plified by the Ce(II1)-BrO; reaction, which will oscillate 
alone in a CSTR experiment if Br- is present in the feed- 
stream. This is referred to as the minimal-Br0; oscillator 
(62). In other cases a chemical species can carry the system 
around the bistahility loop. In this case the reaction may 
oscillate in both CSTR and hatch modes. For example, addi- 
tion of CH2(COOH)2 to the minimal-BrO; oscillator leads to 
the BZ reaction. Use is made of the cross-shaped diagram 
(Figs. 10 and 11) to find the exact range of reactant concen- 
trations and ~ u m n i n e  rates for which oscillation occurs 
based on the &appearance of the region of bistability. 

A laree class of C10;-driven oscillators has been found 
by thismethod (5, 6: 43, 61). The simplest (minimal) 
member of this class is the CI0;-I- oscillator for which a 
mechanism recently has been proposed (63,641. Again, addi- 
tion of CH2(COOH)~ leads to a system that oscillates in both 
hatch and CSTR modes. The C10;-IO;-SzO;- and the 
C10;-10;-IKCHz(C0OH)e systems also show hatch oscil- 
lations. CSTR oscillations can be observed in systems 
containing C10; with one or two of the species: I', I q i ,  
BrO;. L. ~$0:- Cr&-. CHACOOH)z, HnAsOs, Fe-(CN), , ". -. - "  
SO;-, CH,O.HSO;, 'a&orbic acid, and~Sn2+.  Systematic 
methods (5.6.43.61) exist for choosing which combinations 
are likely to o&llate'. 

Afew chemical oscillators do not show bistahility in CSTR 
mode and must operate by a mechanism different from the 
basic switching structure of the BZ reaction. Such oscillators 
are the Sz-On-methylene blue (65) and the Br0;-S2- (66) 
system. The Hz02-S2- reaction also oscillates (67), but it 
does show bistahility. Because of the number of oxidation 
states available to sulfur and thecomplexity of its chemistry, 
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it is expected that more oscillators containing sulfur will be 
found. 

Some nitropen-based oscillators are known but are based 
on periodic s;pcrsaturation and release of supersaturation 
of Nj gas in water solution. The mechanism of s u r h  supersat- 
uration oscillators has been developed in great detail (68) 
and is quite different from homogeneous oscillators. No ho- 
mogeneous NOT-based chemical oscillators have been dis- 
covered yet, although considerable effort has been put into 
the search (69). 

The field of oscillating chemical reactions has grown dra- 
matically over the last 15 years. The reasons for this activity 
are the intrinsic chemical interest in the behavior and mecb- 
anisms of oscillating chemical reactions and the connection 
between oscillating reactions and the properties of nonlinear 
differential equations, as well as the theory of processes 
occurring far from equilibrium. The Belousov-Zhabotinskii 
reaction has been the workhorse of this research, but it is 
now possible to design chemical oscillators systematically on 
the basis of the relationship between bistability and oscilla- 
tion when a chemical reaction is run in flow reactor mode. 
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